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ABSTRACT

Quantitative .predictions are presented for a specific "hard-

scattering reaction itN •>• YX in which both the incident meson and

the produced prompt photon couple directly in the QCD ampli-

tude. The process leads to a highly constrained class of events

at large pT in which the photon momentum is balanced by that of a

recoil quark jet, with no spectator jet of final-state particles

emerging along the beam axis. Normalized absolutely in terras of

the electromagnetic form factor of the pion, F^CQ*), the cross

section provides a lower bound on the total p^ high twist con-

tribution to the inclusive prompt-photon yield.

*Work performed under the auspices of the United States Department of Energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been observed for some years that the production of hadrohs,

prompt photons, and hadron jets at large transverse momentum is not described

by the simple pj dependence predicted by the leading twist quantum

chromodynamlcs (QCD) amplitudes. Gluonic radiative corrections steepen the pj

dependence, as would be desirable for agreement with data. However, recent

analyses of the high energy (Q ) data from Inclusive deep inelastic lepton

scattering'- show that these radiative corrections are relatively modest,

characterized by a scale A - 100 HeV. Thus, there is new motivation for

trying to estimate the size and other physical properties of high twist p^

and pj QCD contributions to the Inclusive yield at large p̂ ,. Important high

twist contributions have been inferred from analyses of data from some

inclusive hard scattering processes, but the evidence is not unambiguous. The

data from deep-inelastic lepton scattering show that a substantial fraction of

the Q dependence at modest values of Qr(^20 GeV ) may be attributed to high

twist terms in the structure functions.1 This evidence of inverse power

dependence complements that obtained elsewhere. In the Drell-Yan process TTN -*•

Y*X, the high twist term is observed as a dominant longitudinal

polarization » of the y* as the longitudinal momentum fraction xp •*• 1.

Likewise, in vN •• p~ir+X, an important (1-y) component *»^ of da/dy is

identified for large values of zn =• E^/v - PTT'PN^'PN*

In this paper, a specific high twist coupling of the incident meson in

meson-nucleon collisions is shown to lead to a special class of prompt photon

events at high transverse momentum. In these events, no final state spectator

jet emerges along the beam direction, and the kinematics are highly



constrained such that the longitudinal and transverse momentum of the recoil

quark Jet are specified uniquely by those of the observed prompt photon. The

high twist QCD process in question is sketched in Fig.l(a). It may be

contrasted with conventional leading twist QCD scattering, Illustrated in

Fig.l(b), in which the prompt photon is produced along with a recoil jet, and

spectator jets along both the beam and target axis directions. The cross

section for the particular class of high twist events discussed here,

predicted absolutely in terms of the pion's electromagnetic form factor,

Fir(Q^), provides a lower bound on the total p^° high twist contribution to

prompt single photon production. Thus, identification of this signal is

important for establishing experimental bounds on the full p~* contribution to

Edo/d pY« Experiments with high intensity IT beams in the lab momentum range

of 200 to 400 GeV/c would saem to be especially appropriate.

In a previous paper ' , a similarly constrained special class of high

twist purely hadronic jet events was discussed in which, for example, a gluon,

g, replaces the prompt photon in Fig.l. Important differences between the

results of the two calculations are associated with the different couplings of

the Y and gluon to the quark constituents of the incident meson. In

contrast with many simple QCD processes, the high twist cross sections for

•""i * Yq and ir~q • gq are not related by a simple ratio of coupling strengths

(a^/Gig). Therefore, the high twist processes IT N ••• YX permit a new and

interesting probe of the electric charges of the constituents of the pion.

Prompt photon production is also simpler in two ways: there is only one high

twist Born diagram, and there are no ambiguities in the definition of the

final state trigger jet (Y V S . g).



II. HIGH TWIST AMPLITUDE

The two-body high twist subprocess studied explicitly here is uqN * Yq»

where qN is a constituent of the initial nucleon target. No two-body prompt

photon process may be initiated from the gluon distribution in the target, and

^ N * Y^ is ^nored because the density of antiquaries (qjj(x)) in the nucleon

target is insignificsnt in the region of relatively large x which

contributes to production at large pT. The only contributions considered are

those from the minimal |qq> Fock state of the incident pion. Contributions

from higher Fock states such as |qqg> and lqqqq> provide more complex final

states, including beam jets. Thus, the class of events emphasized in this

paper probes the joint-probability (high twist) for finding both a q and a

q in the beam, and only a q and a q.

Continuing to use a procedure ' which has become somewhat familiar, we

factor the high twist amplitude M(irqN •*• Yq) into two parts:

(a) a non-perturbative, process-independent distribution amplitude,

<Kz>Q)—the probability amplitude that the valence q and q in the pion

carry fractions z^ and Z2 (z^ + Z2 • 1) of the pion's momentum, and are

collinear up to transverse momenta k.^ ~ Q, where Q is the typical momentum

transfer in the subprocess; and

(b) the hard-scattering amplitude TH for the subprocess qq + qN +

Y + q, where the incident q and q are collinear with the initial pion; T R

is derived from QCD perturbation theory.

The Invariant amplitude for irq̂  •*• yq is obtained as a convolution

1 1
M(S,e) - / dz. j dz A (z ,Q)6( l -z - z )T ( s , e ; z ) . (1)

O 1 O Z 1 T I 1 Z H 1



All of the effects of hadronlc binding are contained In the distribution

amplitude f,,. The external lines In T H can be taken as massless If power

law corrections In 1/Q are neglected. Sketched In Fig.2 are the four QCD

Feynman Born diagrams which contribute to irqN + yq, to leading order In

og(Q ). They are Identical In form to the gauge-Invariant set for uqN + gq

studied in Ref.6, except for the absence of a fifth graph, present in irqN ••

gq, in which the final gluon couples to the internal exchanged gluon (three

gluon coupling). Ignored here are QCD radiative corrections associated with

the qN line which lead to the standard Q 2 evolution for the quark

structure function.

Specific labeling of momenta for the T H Born diagrams is shown in

Flg.2(a). The pion mass is neglected; m^ - 0. The quark and antlquark

constituents of the pion are constrained to form a pseudoscalar, color singlet

state. The pseudoscalar projection Is achieved In the invariant amplitude via

the substitution

All amplitudes represented in Fig.2 carry the same color factor 46i:j/(3/3),

where 1_ and j_ label the color indices of the final and initial quarks in

irq + yq. The subprocess invariants are § * (p^ + pY) * (p£ + P*) » * "

(PY ~ Pn)
2» and fl - (p1 - p,,)

2. In Figs.2(a) and 2(b), the exchanged gluon

carries the squared-four-momentum z^^, whereas in Figs-2(c) and 2(d), the

gluon carries Zjfi. Therefore, %n the large pj kinematic region of interest

these are far-off-shell "hard" gluons.



The diagrams in Fig.2 separate into two sets: (a) and (b) form one

gauge-invariant pair; (c) and (d) form a second. The correct choice of the

relative sign between the amplitudes for the two sets may be verified by

comparison of the diagrams (a) and (c). This is important because some of the

effects to be discussed are based on interference between the two sets. In

Fig.2(a), e^ and e2 label the quark (not antiquark) electric charges; in the

case of IT~UJJ + yd, e^ * -1/3 and e2 " 2/3.

After deriving explicit Feynman amplitudes for the graphs in Fig.2, and

simplifying the result, we obtain

1 2
with

(4)

The functions A and B are expressed as

A - -(I - u)(e2s + e l U) ; (5)

Bw - 4eiupJ + 4e2spJ + 2(e2s - e^pJJ . (6)

The symmetry of the distribution amplitude ^(.z±) under interchange of z^

and z2 permits retention In Eqs.(5) and (6) of only those terms symmetric in

the z^. One may check that p^'B = -A, and, therefore, that p^Mw * 0, as is

required by gauge invariance. If e^ » e2» the expressions for A and Bv in

Eqs.(5) and (6) become directly proportional to those for the purely hadronic

case irq * gq studied in Ref.6. However, when eĵ  * e2, as is true for ir*q +



Yq, the proportionality is broken.

The form of Eqs.(l) and (3) may be compared with the form factor of the

^ at large Q^:

F/Q2)

16wctg«f)

3Qx^yTy^

(7)

Here, as usual, ota • g /4ir. The distribution amplitude ACz^.Q) enters

Eqs.(l and 3) and Eq.(7) with the same weight factor (l/z1z2)« This implies

that the cross section for iTqN -*• yq may be normalized absolutely in terms of

data on F^Q ), entirely Independently of assumptions about the specific

functional form of <j>(z£,Q)« Equation (7) may be rewritten in the convenient

form

1 4 (z,Q)dz

z(l-z) (Q2)
(8)



III. CROSS SECTIONS

For irqN -*• yq, the absolute square of M(s,t), summed over final spins and

colors, and averaged over initial spins and colors is

16

colors, u S (-t)
spins

The differential cross section for irqN * yq is then

1 4 («,Q)d« 2

where otem = 1/137, and Eq.(8) has been used to eliminate (f̂ . Equation (10) is

correct to leading order in the strong coupling strength a g(s). As in Ref.6,

because -jx ("qjj * Yq) has been related to the observed 7V(%), Eq.(lO) should

include all of the anomalous dimension (log Q^/A2) n contributions from the

evolution of the meson distribution amplitude <j>(z,Q). The value of F^CQ )

is measured for Q Z 4 GeV . For the larger values of Q , it may be

parametrized as F/Q 2) - 0.4 GeV2/Q2, Q 2 > 2 GeV2, and this analytic

expression is used to obtain the numerical predictions presented later in this

paper.

The cross section for the high twist photoproduction process Yq + irq is

identical to that for irq •*• yq, Eq.(lO), except for a different spin-average

factor:7

(irq * Yq) = 2 7 3 F



The reaction q^qw + *Y is another high twist subprocess which involves

pointlike direct couplings of both the IT and the y. Its cross section may

be obtained from Eq.(9) upon crossing s - t and dividing by a second color-

and spin-average factor of 6. Explicit results are presented in the Appendix.

Because all the gluon and photon couplings in Fig.2 conserve quark

helicity, the final quark in irq + yq emerges with the same helicity as the

incident quark. Thus the amplitude and the cross section for irq * yq should

vanish as t •*• 0. However, this property is not manifested by Eq.(lO), which

has a pole at t • 0. The conflict is resolved readily if finite quark masses

are retained in the calculation. In this case, the factor t in Eq.(lO) is

replaced by £(£ - m£) , and the cross section vanishes, as expected, as

t •»• 0. When ê  - e£ in Eq.(lO), the factor (e2s + e^u)^ • e±t^ and the cross

section shows an additional suppression <*t as t + 0. The same suppression is

true for the purely hadronic reaction irq + gq studied in Ref.6, but was

attributed incorrectly there to helicity conservation. The ratio of the

differential cross sections for irq ••• yq and irq + gq is

yq) . 3*em < e2 § + H^
4 *3(irq * gq) fl t

Equation (12) indicates that high twist production of prompt photons is

significantly enhanced over that for gluon jet production at forward angles.

The inclusive yield of prompt photons in irN + yX is obtained upon

multiplying Eq.(lO) by the appropriate quark distribution function. For

"""p * fqx» this yields

J 3 B P s + u ir dt N
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where u (x) is the probability that an up quark in the proton carries

momentum fraction x » §/s. There is no integral to perform in Eq.(13); at

fixed s • (p^ + Pfj) , the values of u, t, and x are specified uniquely by

the photon momentum pY; u • (pY~Pij) " u/x; t « t; and x • -t/(s + u ) .

Equation (13) may be rewritten in the form

T
d PY PT

where Xp - 2pT/>'
rs", and xF - Ip^/fs. The p ^ behavior arises because Eq.(lO)

is proportional to ST^ at fixed values of u/3 and t/S*. In the limit Xp + 1, a

simple analytic expression may be obtained at xF - 0 for the XIJ. dependence of

the scaling function f H T(x T,x F). In particular, Eqs.(lO) and (13) yield

fHT(xT) « up(X|.) as x T + 1. Adopting the simple distribution function10

x up(x) = (1 - x) , one derives

fHT ( xT )

as Xrp + 1 •

The p<p and xT dependences of Eqs.(14) and (15) may be contrasted with

those characteristic of the leading twist process sketched in Fig.l(b).

Although the leading twist terms provide a py behavior in pT, the associated

scaling function fi/rC*1!̂  ^a^̂ -s ° ^ more rapidly than Eq.(15). For example, in

TI~P + yX, the dominant leading twist subprocess at large x^ is uTup * Yg« If
n_ 3

xiu7r(x1)
 a (1-x) ^ and x2up(x2)

 a (l~x2) , one obtains
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n+4
fLT(xT) - (l-xT) * , (16)

at xF - 0. Experimentally11 it is observed that n^ > 1. Therefore,

For any given value of s, the high twist term will dominate at large enough

xT. Numerical predictions are presented below in Sec.IV.

The dependence of the high twist cross section on the charge of the

incident pion beam is another characteristic difference. Returning to

Eq.(lO), one observes that

ATI
 1 U 1 2

d + yu) ( 1 - 2 -f
S

In Eq.(18a), the subprocess invariants u and s have been eliminated

(18a)

through the substitution (u/s) = (u/s). Recognizing that

(u/s) ™ ~ T X R ( 1 + cos e*)» where 6* is the center of mass (cm.) production

angle of the photon, and xR - 2p^*
m*//s", one may rewrite Eq.(18a) as

~ *[l + T tn(l + cos 8*)]2

a(n+d) [l + x^(l + cos 9*)]2

This ratio is greater than unity throughout the range 0 < xR < 1, but it is a

decreasing function of xR. At large xR (xR + 1) and 6* - 90* (xF - 0), it

approaches (25/16).

The high twist process considered in this paper specifies that the

inclusive yield of prompt photons produced at x ? • 0 from an I - 0 target
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(e.g. deuterium or carbon) should be greater for ir~ beams than for ir+ bedims by

a factor which decreases towards 25/16 as x T + 1. The leading twist process

qnqN + Yg favors production by if" beams on I » 0 targets by a healthy factor

of (e u/e d)
2 • 4. This difference between the charge dependence of the leading

twist and high twist contributions has important implications for attempts to

isolate the leading twist annihilation subprocess via subtraction of the IT"

and it inclusive yields.

In the limit 8* + 0 for large xR, d(ir""u)/3(ir
+d) + 1» This is

considerably less than the leading twist factor of 4.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For ^ p + fX the absolute Inclusive yield of prompt photons predicted by

Eq.(13) is presented in Figs.3-5, and it is compared with the yield from the

leading twist subprocess u wu p + Yg in it"p + YX.

Simple structure functions are chosen so as not to obscure essential

conclusions. In particular, xu_(x) = (1-x)3 is normalized such that up quarks

carry 25% of the proton momentum, and, for down quarks,

xdD(x) - 0.5 x u_(x). More detailed parametrizations including Q evolution

will not affect qualitative conclusions, but they may be warranted when future

comparisons are made with relevant data. For the leading twist subprocess,

u Tu p + Yg> the QCD Born cross section is

where t is the momentum transfer between the incident uw and the final Y>

8 2S • x1x28, and D L T - -y
 a
em
a
e
e
u » ̂ i-th eu - 2/3. The leading twist inclusive

yield is obtained from the convolution

1 1
-J± (*~p + YX) - / dx / dx, S (x.)u <x,)
d3p 0 X 0 Z * l P Z

(20)
lda_

The quark structure function of the pion is chosen to have the simple behavior

xl"ir(xl) " 0.4(l-X]_), normalized such that the u quark in the it" carries 20Z

of the pion'« momentum. This simple linear form agrees with naive counting
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rules 0 and with data* The use of a quadratic fora, xuT(x) • (1-x) , having

somewhat more theoretical justification,2 would reduce the size of the

predicted leading twist yield. The leading twist yield shown in Pig.3(b) is

in excellent agreement with other published estimates*

In the comparison of leading twist and high twist yields, any sensitivity

to the choice of u_(x) is reduced since the same function enters both

predictions* The leading twist and high twist yields are also both linearly

proportional to as; their ratio is therefore independent of the choice nade.

The constant value aQ » 0.3 is used here.

Other leading twist subprocesses contribute to ir~p + yX, 'such as the

three gluon Gompton reactions g^p * Yq, q^gp + Yq and q^gp • yq, and the

nucleon sea annihilation reaction q^p * Yg* However, in ir~p + Y X the

dominant leading twist subprocess at large Xj. and/or forward angles is u^u. •*

Yg. Large x̂ . and/or forward angles is precisely the kinematic region in which

the high twist contributions studied here should be most important.

Therefore, it should suffice to limit our comparison to the results of iLu_ +

Yg, and to focus attention on the differences in x^ and p^ variations, as well

as on beam dependent charge ratios.

A. Cross Sections

A first observation is that the predicted yields in Figs.3-5 are small.

For values of pT 5-4.5 GeV/c, where the experimental* prompt Y/*° ratio is

distinguishable from background, the high twist process provides inclusive

yields in the picobarn (10~36 cnr) range for plafe 5> 200 GeV/c. Prompt photon

experiments are now sensitive to cross sections more than an order of

magnitude below this level. Second, both in absolute terms and relative to
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the leading twist contribution, the high twist yield is greatest at forward

c m . angles. This point is illustrated in Fig.5. The prospects for isolating

the high twist signal would seem best at 6* < 45°. The expectations presented

in Fig.5 may be reexpreased in terms of rapidity y. For massless particles,

including photons, y - j £n[(l + cos 9*)/(l - cos 6*)]. The angle 9* - 40°

corresponds to y * 1.

Third, in ir~p + YX, even at xF - 0, and in the interesting range of

Pj y 4.5 GeV, the yield from the special high twist process studi * here is

seldom significantly less than 10% of the yield from the leading twist

subprocess unu + -yg. This leading twist subprocess accounts, in turn, for at

least one-half of the estimated full inclusive yield12 in n~p + YX« Therefore,

as long as a clean prompt photon signal is detected, it should be possible to

isolate the high twist contribution by exploiting its unique two body

kinematics and its characteristic topological property, the absence of a

stream of spectator particles along the beam direction. Experimental

apparatus with broad angular acceptance for charged hadrons and with fine

segmentation is required to establish these features of the event structure.

B. Kinematic Constraints

For the specific high twist process considered here, whatever the Y

production angle, conservation of energy and momentum require (s » • » ) :

PT + PT 6 t" ° <21*a)

(E + p L)
Y + (E + pJ J e t - (E + p j * . (21.b>
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Once pp and the longitudinal momentum p^ are determined for the prompt Y>

those of the recoil quark jet are fixed. Since the entire four momentum of

the Incident plon in Fig.l(a) Is delivered to the QCD subprocess, there is no

smearing of the jet kinematics associated with a spread of the incident hadron

constituent longitudinal momentum. Smearing associated with intrinsic

transverse momentum of the initial constituents is also reduced since only one

initial constituent is present. By contrast, for the leading twist process

sketched in Flg.l(b), a beam of spectator particles accounts for part of the

initial pion's momentum, and Eq.(21b) is replaced by

(E + p L )
Y + (E + p L )

j e t - Xl(E + p L)
i r , (22)

with variable x^«

In terms of light-cone momentum fractions defined as

«± - (E
1 + pjME* + pj) , (23)

the high twist events of interest are those for which u>Y +
 uiet ~ ** Because

Uiet is the sum of the individual w^ for each hadron component in the jet, the

events of interest may also be defined as those for which w^ + £ w^ • 1.

The high twist signal should be isolated if a veto is imposed to reject

events with hadrons emerging along the beam direction, and/or kinematic

restrictions are imposed on the jet of hadrons which recoil at large p T

against the prompt photon.
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C. Charge Ratios

Remarks were made In Sec.Ill concerning the variation of the high twist

cross section with the charge of the Incident IT beam. The comparisons

presented in Figs.3(b) and 4(b) indicate that at xF » 0, o(ir
+p + YX) » j a(ir~p + YX)

over most of the interesting range of pT« One half of this effect is due to

the initial structure functions which are related by d_(x) - •*• u p(x). At more

forward angles, as shown in Figs.3(a) and 4(a), the yields are related very

approximately by a(ir+p + yX) - •*• a(TT~p + Y X ) .

At the leading twist level, the contribution from the subprocess

qnqp + Yg provides a simple relationship valid for all xT and Xy:

aLT(ir
+p * YX) --g. oLn.(ir~p + YX). Consequently, in ir+p •»• YX, the high twist

subprocess plays a relatively more significant role when compared with the

leading twist subprocess 3ffdp * Yg« At xF - 0, the higher twist term is

always a significant "background". At 9* * 45°, the ir+p high twist yield

exceeds the leading twist yield for pj > 4 GeV at p l a b - 200 GeV/c, and for

Pj > 6.5 GeV at plajj * 400 GeV/c.

When only the leading twist subprocesses are important, an appropriate

subtraction of the ir~p + yX and ir+p + Y X inclusive yields results in

cancellation of the gluon Compton processes, and a sample of annihilation

events is left, produced by qq v Yg« The interpretation of this difference is

cleanest when the subtraction is made of inclusive yields produced from an

isoscalar target, such as C. It has been proposed to use the difference of

yields to extract the x dependence of the quark structure function of the

pion. In the difference, the pj of the prompt photon is balanced by that of a

gluon jet. In those regions of phase space in which the high twist yield is

significant, the difference of the yields from ir"p • yX and * +p + yX (or of
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it~C and *+C) no longer isolates the annihilation subprocess, and, in

particular, the difference does not leave a sample in which gluon jets

dominate in the final state recoil spectrum.

In ir~p interactions, the special high twist process discussed in this

paper specifies that a d quark recoils against the high p^ prompt photon.

If the high twist sample is isolated in ir~p collisions according to the

kinematic procedure discussed above, the data would provide a clean source

of d quarks for fragmentation studies.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, predictions are presented for the inclusive prompt photon

yield associated with a specific high twist subprocess. The yield is

normalized absolutely in terms of the electromagnetic form factor of the pion,

F^CQ ). In ir̂ N + yX, the QCD subprocess involves a pointlike short-distance

coupling of the pion. The observation of the predicted class of events would

provide a significant verification of the applicability of the Fock state

decomposition of the pion wave function into color singlet |qq> and higher

components. High Pf prompt photon events without hadron energy along the beam

axis direction measure the amplitude associated with this Iqq> component.

They comprise an event topology which probes the joint probability for finding

both a q and a q in the beam, and only a q and q. Events with no

hadron energy radiated along the beam axis direction are possible only because

the initial state which participates in the hard scattering (here a pion) is a

color singlet.6

The procedure employed in this paper to normalize the high twist yield is

essentially identical to that used by Farrar and Fox^ who predict a very

small rate for nq •*• irq. Although rates computed here for ir*N + yX are also

small, they are a substantial fraction of the inclusive yield in the lab

momentum range 200 to 400 GeV/c, and they should be observable. It should be

noted, moreover, that the particular high twist subprocess studied in this

paper provides a lower limit on the total p ^ contribution to ir*N + yX»

Additional high twist contributions are associated with other pion Fock state

components such as lqqg> and |qqqq>. In the decomposition of the pion state

vector, it is estimated 15 that the probability attributed to the |qq>
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component is roughly 25%. Correspondingly, it is not unreasonable to suppose

that the net high twist contribution would be a factor of 4 greater than

indicated in Figs.3-5. Other high twist subprocesses are associated with the

nucleon target, such as u^ + (uu)N •»• yu, and with coherent effects in the

final state, including qq + Yft. Most of these are more difficult to normalize

than the special process treated in this paper, and they are not endowed with

characteristic topological and kinematic properties. In an effort to isolate

experimentally and to study a high twist contribution with well defined

properties, it would seem best to focus on the specific process discussed in

this paper.
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APPENDIX: qq + iry

The expressions developed in Sec.II may be applied directly to derive

predictions for the high twist subprocess qq •»• yt, obtained from iry * yq via

crossing. We redefine I • (pT + p~) , and t - (py - Pq)^» The absolute

square of M(3,C), summed over final spins and colors, and averaged over

initial spins and colors becomes

1

35.

8 •2.*r1 + l

e g l +colors,
spins

/

2

(A.I)

The differential cross section for qq + yit is

daHT 2
T T • 27 aemasV

Equation (A«2) may be compared with the cross section for the leading twist

subprocess qq ••• yg, Eq.(19). It is easy to show that

(

for û djj • yi~, e^ - 2/3 and e2 • -1/3, whereas for H^UJJ •»• yw+, e^ - -1/3 and

e 2 - 2/3.

In events produced by quark-antiquark annihilation, the high twist

subprocess qq + Y** provides a "prompt" charged pion background to the gluon

jets generated by the leading twist process qq + Yg« A significant high twist

contribution would confuse the analysis of gluon fragmentation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. (a) Illustration of irN •*• ydX via the QCD high twist subprocess iru +

yd. The unshaded oval represents the full QCD hard-scattering

amplitude for iru ••• yd.

(b) Illustration of irN ->• ycX ' via the QCD subprocess ja_Jj •*• yc, where

£_ and b_ are constituents of the ir and N respectively.

2. Full set of QCD Feynman graphs for TT + q(p£) • Y(PY)
 + <l(Pi)> *o (*)»

four vector momenta are denoted by p^, p2, Q> and pj_, whereas e^ and ^

label quark charges.

3. Transverse momentum dependence of the predicted inclusive prompt photon

yield Eda/d^p for ir̂ p + Y X at /s" • 20 GeV and at center-of-mass photon

angles (a) 9* - 45°, and (b) 9* - 90°, measured with respect to the

incident pion direction. Shown are the high twist yields for ir*p •»• yJL

obtained from the subprocess irq + Yq. and, for comparison, the leading

twist yield in ir~p -»• yX, only, from the subprocess u^u- + Yg. For

¥+p •*• YX, the leading twist yield from 3ndp • Yg is 1/8 that shown for

ir"p + yX.

4. As in Fig.3, but for incident pion lab momentum of 400 GeV/c.

5. Dependence of the predicted prompt photon yields on the center-of-mass

scattering angle 6* at /s = 20 GeV and p,, - 4.5 GeV.
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